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Fill in missing appositives for each noun.  The two appositives refer to the noun and not necessarily to each 
other.  The first one is done for you.   

noun to rename an appositive to further identify an appositive to add description 

flower a camellia a bright red bloom with a yellow center 

physician Dr. Kovloss  

Barry   a big man who loves to sing Karaoke 

campaign the 1960 presidential race  

treat  a delicious snack made with fruit and nuts 

book Charlotte’s Web  

Use one of the appositive phrases to fill in each of these sentences.   
 

1)  His most important campaign _____________________________ resulted in defeat. 

2)  Everyone admired Barry ____________________________________. 

3)  The physician______________________________ sprinted into the emergency room. 

4)  My favorite book ____________________________ was reviewed in the newspaper. 

5)  The hikers packed a treat _______________________ to eat later in the day. 

6)   This flower _________________________ usually blooms in winter. 

7) Add any necessary commas to the appositive phrases in #s 1-6. 

Write the appositive phrase in the sentence on the line.  If the sentence has no appositive, write NONE.  

8) Kitesurfing, a thrilling sport, actually originated in the Netherlands.     

 ____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

9) The sport’s originator, a Dutch man , combined a surfboard with a parachute and harness. 
  

                ____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

10) One design breakthrough in the kite the addition of inflatable tubes allows surfers to re-
launch in the water. 

 ____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

11) The first kitesurfing competition, won by Flash Austin, was held in Maui in September 
1998. 

 ____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

12) Freestyle, one of the most dramatic styles of kitesurfing, boasts big air jumps with 
acrobatic tricks. 

 ____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

13) Some kitesurfing moves like board grabs, tricks performed when the rider is jumping, 
were adapted from skateboarding.  

 ____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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20)The tricky case was decided by Larry Brisco, a man ____________________________. 

           , our ______________________________. 

           , the best __________________________. 

           , _________________________________. 

 

21) Mom’s favorite soup, a pot __________________________, was cooking on the stove. 

             , a disgusting _____________________, 

             , one of the ______________________, 

             , _______________________________, 

Rename the noun in each sentence with four possible appositive phrases. 

Related FIND Activity:  Play the PRACTICE FINDING THEM activity and stop after each paragraph is com-
pleted.  For each appositive phrase, ask one question.   
 

   What noun does the phrase rename?   

Indicate whether the underlined word group is an appositive phrase or an adjective phrase.  
 

14)  In the 1990s, professional surfer Laird Hamilton made kitesurfing popular in Hawaii. 

  A.  appositive (noun renaming noun)  B. adjective modifying noun   

15)  Airtime, the amount of time spent in the air on a jump, can be five or more seconds. 

  A.  appositive (noun renaming noun)  B. adjective modifying noun   

16)  Special boards known as raceboards are required to reach maximum velocity. 

  A.  appositive (noun renaming noun)  B. adjective modifying noun   

17)  The worst kitesurfing accident, which is called a kitemare, is caused by severe wind. 

  A.  appositive (noun renaming noun)  B. adjective modifying noun   

18)  Wearing little protective gear, riders can be seriously injured by gusts of wind. 

  A.  appositive (noun renaming noun)  B. adjective modifying noun   

19)  The course-racing version of kitesurfing was announced as a Olympic sport for 2016 . 

  A.  appositive (noun renaming noun)  B. adjective modifying noun   
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Answers 
Answers will vary.  Here are some possible completions. 

Answers will vary.  Here are some possible completions.  
1) His most important campaign, a close race to the end, resulted in defeat. 
2) Everyone admired Barry, a big man who loves to sing Karaoke. 
3) The physician Dr. Kovlos sprinted into the emergency room. 
4) My favorite book, Charlotte’s Web, was reviewed in the newspaper. 
5) The hikers packed a treat, granola, to eat later in the day. 
6) This flower a camellia usually blooms in winter. 
 
7) Add commas if the appositive is unnecessary to identify the noun that it is renaming. 
 
8) a thrilling sport 
9) Gijsbertus Panhuise 
10) the addition of inflatable tubes 

11) NONE 
12) one of the most dramatic styles of kitesurfing 
13) tricks performed when the rider is jumping 
 
14) A, appositive 
15) A, appositive 
16) B, adjective participial phrase 
17) B, adjective clause 
18) B, adjective participial phrase 
19) B, adjective clause 
20-21) Answers will vary.  Here are some possible completions. 

The tricky case was decided by Larry Brisco, a man __with great judgment ______. 
                        , our ___neighbor_____________________. 

                         , the best __lawyer in the city____________. 

                        , __a judge with two decades of experience_. 

 

Mom’s favorite soup, a pot ___of bubbling goo______, was cooking on the stove. 

             , a disgusting ___okra and lima bean stew_________, 

             , one of the _worst things that I ever tasted__, 

             , ____clam chowder________, 

noun to rename an appositive to further identify an appositive to add description 

flower a camellia a bright red bloom with a yellow center 

physician Dr. Kovloss a skilled surgeon 

Barry my cousin  a big man who loves to sing Karaoke 

campaign the 1960 presidential race a close race to the end 

treat granola a delicious snack made from fruit and nuts 

book Charlotte’s Web the famous children’s story 


